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Abstract 
 
In recent years, HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) algorithm has get popularity. Researchers tend to use HOG algorithm 
for recognizing objects in images. HOG algorithm is used object recognition with very high success rate. Hardware 
reinforcement is very important studying on large size and complex images to perform image processing techniques. In this 
study, it is aimed to implement HOG algorithm on FPGA (Field Effect Gate Array) structure for edge detection in digital images. 
Hence, HOG algorithm runs on FPGA to recognize different geometrical figures in the images. Objects’ vertical and horizontal 
edges have sharpened using edge detection algorithms to calculate magnitude and angles of the local gradients. The performance 
of proposed system is observed with very high success rate.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In literature because of different product and military applications have numerous difficultiessuch as article sorting 
and identification. In recent years, researchers are focused on these difficulties and proposed some resolutions which 
are simple but operative. The HOG algorithm is first suggested for recognition of pedestrians by Shashuaet al [11]. 
And also Dalal used the algorithm in complex environment to recognize the human being [1]. After all successful 
implementations are took place in literature and started to use in many applications such as real time license plate 
recognition, face recognition. In another study, Smash et alare proposedYSA adapter classifier based on FPGA for 
real time face recognition problems. In this context, the study is proposed the HOG edge detection algorithm based 
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on FPGA. So it is aimed to use HOG algorithm with hardware advantages such as high level performance.However 
there are many studies about real time objectidentification, there are a few hardware based studies based on 
hardware platform such as FPGA in literature. In this direction, there are 125 different form that has different 
directions and different scales are illustrated by using HOG method and a classifier that based on rule are used 
successfully to identify over FPGA by using VHDL. 
 
2. HOG 
Lately, the usage of side direction histograms in the concept of image classification is getting popular. Likewise, as 
the first time the usage of intensive and local gradient direction histograms (HOG) is proposed by Shashua and 
Dalal. At this method the purpose is to recognize the image as the group of local histograms [1, 9]. These histograms 
engage the numbers at the area of image’s local gradient directions that are head out. The realization of HOG is in 
order of: 
 
x The reception of gradient from image 
x The set off histogram directions for specified locations 
x The normalization of histograms in the specified in location groups 
 
Moreover, to normalize the local histograms is made at the area that is named block at inside image for progressing 
the performance by measuring the intensity in this block area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure.1: HOG algorithm flowchart [9]. 
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HOG is a type of “quality descriptor”. The target of a quality descriptor is to generalize the object in that way that 
the same object produces as close as possible to the same characteristic descriptor when viewed under different 
circumstances. This makes the categorization task easier. The HOG descriptor was illustrated by Dalal&Triggs in 
2005 as a characteristic set for object identification tasks. At that time, this narrative descriptor outperformed 
existing characteristic sets for human recognition significantly. The main idea is that local object manifestation and 
form is characterized by the allocation of local intensity gradients or border directions, without precise knowledge of 
the equivalent gradient or edge positions [1]. HOG is one of the recognized characteristics for object recognition. 
HOG characteristics are calculated by taking direction histograms of edge intensity in a local region [4]. Local 
object appearance and form can often be characterized rather well by the allocation of local intensity gradients or 
edge detection. HOG characteristics are calculated by taking direction histograms of edge intensity in local region. 
HOG characteristics are used in the SIFT descriptor suggested by Lowe [6]. Mikolajczyk et al. stated in [7] that the 
best corresponding results were found by the SIFT descriptor. 
 
 
Figure.2: Histograms of Oriented Gradients for Human Detection [2]. 
 
 
Figure.3. Extraction Process of HOG features 
 
The HOG characteristics are taken out from local regions with 16 × 16 pixels. Histograms of edge gradients with 8 
preferences are calculated from each of 4 × 4 local cells. The edge gradients and directions are attained by utilizing 
Sobel filters. Thus, the total number of HOG characteristics becomes 128 = 8 × (4×4). 
 
3. Descriptor Calculation 
The HOG descriptor is calculated for each detection window with the process string illustrated in fig. 4.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4: HOG descriptor computation scheme. 
 
HOG descriptor calculation scheme. The default detector illustrated by Dalal&Triggs is based on a recognition 
window that covers 64x128 pixels. First of all, the intensity gradient in x- and y route and the resulting degree and 
direction angle is calculated for the respective image area. For demonstration of the two-dimensional gradient 
vectors, see fig. 5. 
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a)                        b) 
 
Fig. 5a: Pedestrian example from [INRIA]. Fig. 5b: Gradients calculated for an image part. The red arrows 
characterize the two-dimensional gradient vector [gxgy]T. degree is encoded by the vector length, direction by the 
vector perspective. The next step is shown as direction binning and constitutes the essential nonlinearity of the HOG 
descriptor. The detection window is separated into 8x16 rectangular local spatial areas called cells (Fig. 6). The 8x8 
cell pixels are then discredited into 9 angular bins according to their gradient direction. Each pixel provides a 
weighted vote for its consequent angular bin; the vote is a function of the gradient degree at the pixel. This way the 
information is compacted to a 9-dimensional space per cell. The angular histogram bins are equally spaced over 0°- 
180°. 
 
Fig.6: Division of detection window into cells. Histogram generated for a single cell [1]. 
 
Gradient strengths vary over a broad range due to shadows, local variations in clarification and foreground-
background difference. Therefore local contrast normalization is necessary for good performance. Likewise, groups 
of 2x2 adjacent cells are considered as spatial regions called blocks. Each block is constituted by a concatenation of 
the corresponding four cell histograms, resulting in a 36-D characteristic vector that is normalized to unit length, 
using the L2 norm. The final HOG descriptor is constituted by a concatenation of all these normalized block 
responses. In fact, blocks typically convergence with each other in a sliding-window fashion so that each cell reply 
appears several times in the final feature vector, each normalized with respect to a diverse block. The default block 
stride is 8 pixels (1 cell), resulting in a fourfold coverage of every cell. To sum up: Each detection window is 
constituted by 7x15 blocks, a block consisting of 2x2 cells, a cell is constituted by a 9-bin histogram, giving a total 
of (7x15) ∙ (2x2) ∙ 9 = 3780 characteristics [1]. 
 
4. Histogram Multiplication 
At this phase, we already know the angular bin (1-9) for each pixel. Then 9 binary single-channel images JKare 
produced for each bin L, where the value 1denotes that the pixel's gradient direction lies within the consequent 
angular range, 0 indicating the opposite. In a second phase, we multiply each of these 9 binary bin images JK with 
the gradient degree |G(x,y)|, providing 9 non-binary degree-weighted bin images Mi.  
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For every sliding window position, the histogram access of a specific bin L in a particular cell can be easily 
calculated by accumulating the pixel intensity values (representing the degree) over the cell regionwithin Mi. In 
command to calculate these histogram entries for all possible sliding window positions over the entire image 
professionally, current publications work with IMAPs [10], [2].  
We found that this approach is not reasonable with our development platform because of constraints in terms of 
barriers. in its place we convolute the following sum filter kernel Kswith thenine degree-weighted bin images Mi. 
 
equation 1 
5. Histogram and normalization 
• The matrix of gradient is divided in cells 
• Histogram of gradient directions for each cell, weighted by the gradient degree 
• The adjacent cells are grouped in blocks 
• The cell histograms inside are normalized, in order to equalize the luminance among close cells [2]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.7: Histogram and Normalization [2]. 
6. FPGA 
Modern field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) contain hundreds of thousands of search for tables (LUTs), 
hundreds of surrounded memories, and hundreds of multipliers connected through a programmable interconnect 
fabric. Clearly it is intractable to program the FPGA at the granularity of these individual components. However, 
with modern synthesis and layout tools, it is possible to explain a design simply by writing logical appearances, a 
level higher than gates, and leasing the tools do the rest. Register transfer level (RTL) design is a well-liked 
discipline for describing these logical aspects. It allows the designer to state the design by describing the logic 
between each pair of register phases. This allows her to cautiously control register-to-register logic depth while 
releasing her from selecting the actual gates and their mapping to the FPGA. Very High-Speed Integrated route 
Hardware Description Language (VHDL) is one well-liked programming language that supports RTL hardware 
descriptions [4]. 
 
7. FPGA Design Constituents 
Our design calculates the HOG descriptor for all window positions (pixel-wise) of the entire border. In addition to 
the HOG descriptor, a reference copy of the current border is transferred through an individual direct memory 
admission (DMA) channel. In the following, we present each individual system constituent. We report difficulties 
we faced and show our way of undertaking these issues with respect to the limitations of the fast prototyping stage. 
 
8. Timing synchronization  
The pixel frequency of the stream delivered by the camera is higher than the plan frequency; hence defense the 
image first into on-board DDR-RAM is necessary in conditions of timing synchronization. Nonetheless the 
frequency decrease from camera to FPGA is no bottleneck, since for further processing a set of pixels can be read 
from the image buffer in a parallel style.  
 
9. Scaling  
With the recent experimental arrangement of our infrastructure-based system, the distance of the camera to the 
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observation zone is large compared to the dimensions of the observation zone itself. As a result of this arrangement, 
variations in Pedestrian sizes are insignificant and the descriptor is calculated for one single scale level. The scale 
factor was set to a manually chosen value that shrinks the actual pedestrian size to the length of the image patches 
used for training [3]. For applications that necessitate multiple scale levels, the FPGA design can be customized 
accordingly. The maximum number of scale levels is fixed by the available hardware resources.  
 
10. Gradient Calculation 
The first step for producing the HOG descriptor is to calculate the 1-D point derivatives Gxand Gy in x- and y-
direction by convolving the gradient masks Mx and My with the raw image I: 
 
Gx= Mxכ I    Mx = [−1 0 1]  equation 2 
Gy = Myכ I   My = [−1 0 1]T  equation 3 
 
On the basis of the derivatives Gxand Gy we then calculate the gradient degree |G(x,y)| and direction angle ɸ(x,y) for 
each pixel. The gradient degree shows the gradient strength at a pixel: 
 
 equation 3
 
We do not omit the extraction of the square root since the performance study of Dalal&Triggs describes best results 
with this Euclidean metric [1]. In our FPGA implementation, the square root operator interrupts decimal places, as 
we do not examine effects on categorization accuracy. The gradient degree is simply employed as a weighting factor 
for the direction histogram. The gradient direction angle can be calculated straightforward as the following from: 
 
 equation 4
 
Nevertheless, calculating the arctan () on an FPGA is expensive. As reported by Cao&Deng, there are hardware 
friendly estimation algorithms available, but they are commonly iterative and slow down the system’s speed. On the 
other side, using lookup tables (LUTs) requires large numbers of memory which would increase system’s costs. 
They propose to unite the gradient direction calculation with the angular binning step. Thus we are able to directly 
discretize the pixel’s gradient angle into bins without calculating the angular value explicitly. Following this 
approach [12], we introduced two advances. We increased the number of bins from 4 to 9 in order to achieve better 
categorization performance. Furthermore, we brought in a scheme for quantizing the pixel’s gradient angle that 
avoids the use of signals and cuts down the demanded bit width for relational operators. 
 
11. HOG Edge with FPGA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure.8: FPGA implementation of the HOG pipeline [2]. 
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Figure.9: Block diagram FPGA realization of HOG 
 
 
Figure.10: Each hardware block is implemented using the streaming paradigm: data are processed when appear in input [2]. 
 
Edges characterizing limits are therefore a problem of essential importance in image processing. Edges in images 
are fields with strong intensity contrasts – a leap in intensity from one pixel to the other. Edge descovering an 
image significantly cuts down the amount of data and filters out ineffective information, while preserving the 
important structural properties in an image. There are plenty of ways to perform edge detection. Nevertheless, the 
mass of different methods may be grouped into two categories, gradient and Laplacian. The gradient method 
discovers the edges by searching for the maximum and minimum in the first derivative of the image. The Laplacian 
method explores for zero crossings in the second derivative of the image to discover edges. An edge has the one-
dimensional form of a ramp and calculating the derivative of the image can emphasize its location. Presume we have 
the upcoming signal, with an edge shown by the leap in intensity below: If we bring in the gradient of this signal 
(which, in one length, is just the first derivative with respect) we get the following: 
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                          Figure.11                Figure.12    
 
Obviously, the derivative demonstrates a maximum located at the centre of the edge in the original signal. This 
method of locating an edge is characteristic of the “gradient filter” family of edge detection filters and includes the 
Sobel method. A pixel location is confirmed an edge location if the value of the gradient exceeds some threshold. As 
mentioned before, edges will have higher pixel intensity values than those mediating it. So once a threshold is set, 
you can compare the gradient value to the threshold value and discover an edge whenever the threshold is exceeded. 
In addition, when the primary derivative is at a maximum, the second derivative is zero. Therefore, another 
alternative on discovering the location of an edge is to locate the zeros in the second derivative. This method is 
called as the Laplacian and the second derivative of the signal is shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure.13 
 
Conclusion 
 
According to the current years based on the HOG illustrators, that are so well-liked in literature tried to progress the 
object gratitude in the hardware way. The structure of HOG algorithm is appropriate for paralleling and also is so 
appropriate for adaptation over embedded systems such the FPGA that is available to make parallel operation. 
Illustrator that is noted is even simple but it performed successfully and effectively from the aspect of hardware. 
This achievement is important because it is able to use in many examples. At this work, totally is proved 125 figures 
and as a result is gained %100 success. At this achievement is used Terasic DE2- DE0 Nano board that demands 
Altera Cyclone III FPGA. Finally, the structure of this work is thought to be used successfully in more difficult or 
complicated circumstances. 
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